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Teknowledge's new software
will even help you choose wine
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TimfftLm'^il / ' than simply process word^or num_ called Seßies-PC, also for develop-ing iriDune staff i bers> it can soive prp biems usually ing a knowledge system on a PC.
Imagine a software package that reserved for human intelligence, The system includes two weeks of

costs three to four times as much such as which wine t0 serve or how on-site training. Its price begins at
as the microcomputer on which it t0 design an aircraft win8- $15,000 and rises with the complex-
runs. Learning to use the program Three-year-old Teknowledge ity of the system,
takes an experienced computer socializes in a branch of artificial Systems like the ones at SRI andprogrammer four days of intensive Intelligenceknown asknowlege en- Teknowledge are consideredtraining.
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tl^^Tf"8 i r0" breakthoughs in making artificial^
Teknowledge Inc. in Palo Alto, ?S^&"&tto?S '"'f^ for COmti^

seemingly bucking the trends in rea^in and Sto nmhiS? in Jf ?ml Use> because they are relatlve'microcomputer software, began lan ex
ly Sil?Ple t0 learn and "on pcr'

selling just such a software pack- JS'f^Sted^akia it^S sonal comP^ers. Most of the
age this month. Called M.l, it costs ££&SSSSf ' " g r Knowledge-engineering systems
$12,500 and is designed to run on S3s^ ie n.t *!««« ■,„■■■ -currently available run en much
the International Business Ma- M~*l-m1?mII 11.? , ? ? larger and more expensive corn-
chines Corp. personal computer ll^^SSJ^^^S:: puter sterns and need to bede-
and its look-alikes. The price in- SJSSfJSfS"u^'}?" ?^>a ? vel°Ped by specially trained pro-:
c^-fourdaysof training on the SSISIS^ known as knowle^

M.l is different from most other SSKSK8 ** J^Kffimicrocomputer software packages SRI International in Menlo Park j
intelligencescoff at the idea

in features as well as price. Rather currently is marketing a program <&**£>/"—
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overeating a knowledge system on
a small computer, saying that mi-
crocomputers lack the memory ca-
pacity or processing power to store
and manipulate the thousands of
rifles and tidbits of information
needed to formulate answers to
human inquiries.

I While there are constraints on
smaller systems, Vthere still are
so

r

me intelligent things you can
doi" said Louis Fried, director of
SRl's advanced computer systems
deaprtment.
! in creating M.l, Teknowledge
used a different programming lan-guage thanLisp, the languagetypi-
cally used byknowledgeengineers.
Tney turned instead to Prolog,
which was simpler to use at the mi-
crocomputer level.

"Lots of people thought it was
impossible until we went ahead and
did it," said S. JerroldKaplan, who
is Teknowledge's chief develop-
mentofficer.

The program is limited to 200 en-
tries of facts and rules, compared
with thousands available in larger
programs.

Kaplan predicted that many
other companies will begin design-
ing knowledge systems for micro-
computers. The trend downward is
likely as microcomputers pack
more power into smaller boxes and
add memory capacity, executives
from other knowledge engineering
companiessaid.

Teknowledge's M.l program,
however, isn't designed to replace
knowledge engineering software
that costs four to five times as
much and runs on bigger ma-
chines. Kaplan said that the com-
pany hopes some of its M.l custom-
ers will move up to more
sophisticated Teknowledge soft-
ware priced in the $50,000 range
and above.

The M.l system is designedas an
introduction to knowledge engi-
neeringand its uses. While $12,500
may seem like a lot of money to
Spend on an introduction, it's "just
peanuts" for a large corporation
exploring knowledge engineering,
said Davis Ferris, who heads Fer-rin, a personal computing support
company in San Francisco.

M.l was designedas an introduc-
tory and relatively simple system,
but "it's not a toy,"Kaplan said.

Rather it can be used to develop
a relativelysimple but functioning
knowledgeengineeringprogram.

Rattler than spending $50,000 or
more Jn consulting fees to decide

whether parts of its operationscan
be improved through knowledge
systems, a company company can
buy the M.l package and training
and develop a protoype system in-
house. A program could be de-
signed, for example, to advise new
bank customers about various
types of checking accounts.

Teknowledge currently has dem-
onstrations for a wine selection
program and analysisof the struc-
ture of the wing on a Boeing jet.

The wine program takes about
100 programmed entries of facts
and rules. More sophisticated pro-
grams could take up to twice as
many entries and require a year or
so to create.

The reception for products like
M.l and Seßies-PC is difficult to
predict. Knowledge engineering is
justbeginningto be recognized as a
commerciallyviable field, at least
partly because of the mystique that
surrounds all of artificial intelli-
gence. While computer scientists
assert the potentialusefulness of
such technologies, their claims
have yet to be proven on a wide
basis.

Artificial intelligence also has
suffered for decades from too-
great expectations and inevitable
disappointment among business
and the public.

Even those in the industry hesi-
tate to predict when the technology
will take hold. The vice president
at one local knowledge-engineering
company refuses to comment pub-
licly on when the technology will
catch on, but privatelysaid it could
be a decadeormore.

Knowledge engineeringgeneral-
ly is considered the most commer-
cially applicable area of artificial
intelligence, but researchers' esti-
mates of the market size for such
programs vary widely. DM Data in
Scottsdale Arizona has surveyed
the field for the last two years and
expects the knowledge-engineering
sales to double from an estimated
$18 million in 1983 to $35 million
this year.

Teknowledge's growth has been
slower than company officials had
expected,partly, they say, because
they have plowed so much money
into research effortsat the expense
of currently marketable products.
The company's sales in the fiscal
year Saturday won't be "signifi-
cantly more" than last year's

$2

million,Kaplan said.
Kaplan expects substantial

growth in 1985, but said it was diffi-
cult to project how much of the in-
crease will come from M.l sales. -


